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Woot Mushroom Hunting!! I went mushroom hunting with my friend
Kelsea today, and we found some neat ones  I’m not too good with the
mushroom names, but Kelsea was pretty hip about what not to eat and we
had fun trying to look up the ones we didn’t know.

CW from bottom left, Finding the Oregonian Agaricales-Whatsitcalleda, Looking
up the the Oregonian Agaricales-Whatitcalleda, The teeniest mushroom! And
Kelsea and I with a perfect specimen of “Agaricales-I should have brought my
pen” (the first one *might* be a scaly Chantrelle….. might…)

I helped move some stuff in the solar car Mech shop, it seems like 80% of what
happens there is the team moving equipment for the people that I thought we took
over the space from….

Xiao-Yue and I moving gear in the solar
car shop (and Booya! Ten seconds from
the camera to the platform!)

Wot! Text and drive a
forklift! Never :p

I stopped by the solar car electronics office
to say Hi to a few of my friends

This is my 4runner, Brick  It’s *way* more
fun to drive than the forklift
Kathy, Me, Danielle, and Eric. They’re having a
solar array assembly party, but I don’t see any
party decorations…

Just hanging out around town today I saw a few
folks that reminded me why I like living here.
There was this couple sharing a skateboard ride
across town (the poor guy was doing all the
pushing).
And then there were two girls practicing guitar in
the woods (no joke) while Kelsea and I were
mushroom hunting.
I tried to get them in a video but
the mic didn’t pick them up very
well. They sounded great. It’s bits
like that that make me pretty sure I
don’t want to move.
Not only are snippets like these cool to start with, but I’m pretty sure that folks where
I grew up have had at least one morning so far where they’ve had too scrape their
windshield, and stuff like this doesn’t (I don’t think) happen (at least as often) in areas
with worse climates or lower concentrations of lifetime grad students per square mile.
I picked up my friend Danielle and she stopped by
to check on her handiwork on our way to game
night at her place. (A bunch of my friends put up
PacMan on my ceiling in post-its and masking tape)

Game night started with Poker, and it turns out that
apparently (unbeknownst to me) there are methods of
approaching poker where you don’t bet all of your chips at
once!! (Who knew!) Apparently such strategies allow a person to stay in the game for longer than
one rotation :p (I was sooooooo close though! I mean really, you can beat a lot with one pair!
Right?......  )

I was soon relegated to the floor with the rest of the washouts, and we had some good
times of our own, probably a better time than the game night that I missed where
(apparently) everyone attending Risk night assumed that someone else had a copy o
the game… After that I cleaned out my fear from the last airsoft game that we
attended and headed home because I had to do a long writeup on something…..

Domion (card game) is pretty fun and well paced, and it
didn’t take long for me to learn how to lose at it like an
expert. It’s got a *lot* of cards, and the best strategy I
found for coming in last involves having the most cards
possible, which I then got to sort back out after the fray.

And this little collage is titled: ”Don’t leave
your camera out where crazy Nick can get a
hold of it” :p
Until Tomorrow!!

There’s something
in my rifle that
keeps causing a jam,
I swear it’s the
weapon that keeps
getting me killed, it
couldn’t possibly be
the operator….

